club, make a friend, get the emotional support they need, become confident, or graduate from high school with a

plan.
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How Does Your Leadership Relate to the LCAP?




My role as a Transition SRL directly relates to LCAP as we support our focal students. I work to support our students and connect them with resources.


To learn more about the Clovis Unified LCAP,


visit our website at www.cusd.com/lcap.aspx or follow us on	@ClovisLCAP
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What is Your Current Role?





My role as a Transition SRL is to provide safety, connection and value for our students and families through positive relationships and resources. Ok, that was a fancy mission statement, but really, it's all about building relationships. Getting to know students and their families is my goal. Knowing a student's strengths and struggles helps me provide or find the support and opportunities to help them grow.






Can You Walk Us Through Your Typical Day?





My typical day revolves around meeting with students. I currently support students from: Three of our feeder elementary schools (Copper, Riverview, Mountain View), Granite Ridge, and Clovis North. In-between meeting with students, I'm communicating with teachers, parents, and counselors. One day a week I help run a Transition academic lab at Mountain View along with some awesome high school peer counselors. Three days a week after-school I support our Transition high school and junior high students getting academic support at library lab.
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Faces of LCAP
Meet your Clovis Unified LCAP Team


Brenda Acomb Forbes Student Relations Liaison Clovis North Education Center



























I'm 187.96 centimeters tall and love most outdoor adventures.




What Has Been Your Most Memorable Moment?




I can't point out any ONE event that is most memorable. I do however love seeing my students achieve their goals. It is exciting to see a student turn in a missing assignment, pass a class they didn't think they could, get involved in a


Who Have Been Your Mentors?




I come from the world of non-profit. I've been lucky to have been in roles where I have learned from the people I've served. In getting to know people and their stories it's shaped the way I see the world and the reason I feel passionate about providing services that bring equity and opportunity.


